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Outline

How is a spectral line formed in principle?

• main property line strength as measured by equivalent width W
• W closely linked to abundance
• role of saturation
• role of line opacity and continuous opacity

Detour to Eddington-Barbier relation

• optical depth
• line and continuous absorption

Line formation in Eddington-Barbier picture → “line formation mantra”

Line shapes, broadening mechanisms

Behavior of W in a given star → curve-of-growth

Also interesting but not dealt with: behavior of W for different stars

Mental picture in background: plane-parallel stellar atmosphere

Overview . TOC . FIN 1.1



Equivalent width: measure of the total absorption in a line

’Rectified’ spectrum, i.e., spectrum plotted relative to continuum flux

Relative measurement!

Define equivalent width Wλ

Wλ =

∫
line

(1− Fλ
Fc

)dλ

Most often Wλ measured in mÅ or pm (1 mÅ=0.1 pm)

Equivalent width . TOC . FIN 2.1



Formation of an absorption line, qualitative model

Gustav Kirchhoff & Robert Bunsen (1860/1861) Chemische Analyse durch Spec-
tralbeobachtungen
“In a memoir published by one of us (Kirchhoff 1859), it was proved from theo-
retical considerations that the spectrum of an incandescent gas becomes reversed
(that is, the bright lines become changed into dark ones) when a source of light
of sufficient intensity, giving a continuous spectrum, is placed behind the luminous
gas. From this we may conclude that the solar spectrum, with its dark lines, is
nothing else than the reverse of the spectrum which the sun’s atmosphere alone
would produce.”

Concept of reversing layer

Actual situation in stellar atmosphere more ’continuous’ but basic picture holds

Line formation basics . TOC . FIN 3.1



Formation of an absorption line, qualitative model

Hot, i.e. bright, continuous spectrum emitted in the deepest layers of the
photosphere

Part of the emitted light is intercepted by absorbing atoms in the higher atmosphere
on the way out

Line formation basics . TOC . FIN 3.2



Formation of an absorption line, qualitative model

Why do the individual cross section subtend over a finite wavelength range?

Why are not all absorbers sit at the same wavelength position?

Line formation basics . TOC . FIN 3.3



Formation of an absorption line, qualitative model

What is to be expected if the number density of absorbers is increased? In
particular, if the absorber’s cross section frequently overlap? → saturation

Line formation basics . TOC . FIN 3.4



Recap: optical depth

Optical depth τν defined as integral of extinction along line-of-sight (LOS), i.e.
direction of photon propagation

dτν ≡ ρχν ds

or

τν(s2) = τν(s1) +

∫ s2

s1

ρ(s)χν(s) ds

(ρ mass density, χν extinction coefficient)

τν is dimensionless

• χν often isotropic → not dependent along orientation along LOS

index indicates frequency/wavelength dependence – not reference to particular
interval (in contrast to, e.g., intensity Iν)

• traditionally, often indicating wavelength in Ångström, e.g. τ5000

RT super simple . TOC . FIN 4.1



Interlude: comments on opacity

Extinction coefficient χ result of different processes

• true absorption: destruction of photon → κ
• scattering: deflection of photon, perhaps small wavelength shift → σ
• χ = κ+ σ, also loosely referred to as opacity

Resonant and non-resonant processes

• line absorption (or scattering) between two states of definite energy
? bound-bound (b-b) process
? usually restricted to rather narrow wavelength interval
• continuous absorption (or scattering) between at least one state of broad energy

range
? bound-free (b-f) or free-free (f-f) process
? acting over broad wavelength interval

Leads in spectra to the formation of continuum and lines

RT: often separation into slowly varying continuous opacity and rapidly varying line
opacity

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.1



Oscillator strength

Approaching the absorption problem from electromagnetic theory

• consider ensemble of electric dipoles, damped harmonic oscillators
• ’electrons on springs’

Electromagnetic wave is transmitted through this ensemble, absorption?

d2x

dt2
+ γ

dx

dt
+ ω2

0x =
e

m
E0e

iωt

• e electron charge, m electron mass, ω0 resonance frequency of oscillator, ω
frequency of wave, E0 (electrical) amplitude of wave
• γ damping constant, e.g. due to radiation damping → Hertz

Leads to line absorption coefficient (∆ω ≡ ω − ω0)

lνρ = N
πe2

mc

γ

∆ω2 + (γ/2)2

= density of oscillators × total cross section × Lorentz profile

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.2



Oscillator strength

Total absorption cross section of α(ν) ≡ lνρ
N per absorbing dipole/atom

∫ ∞
0

α(ν)dν =
πe2

mc

• somewhat surprisingly not dependent on damping constant

It is customary to relate laboratory measurements or quantum mechanical calcula-
tions to the classical result above via the introduction of a correction factor, the
oscillator strength f∫ ∞

0

α(ν)dν =
πe2

mc
f

Actual absorption mostly smaller than predicted by classical result, i.e. f < 1

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.3



Oscillator strength and line absorption coefficient

Quantum mechanical analysis (→ Einstein coefficients) gives similar looking result

lνρ = f

[
Nl −

gl

gu
Nu

]
πe2

mc
Φ(ν)

• Φ is the normalized absorption profile with
∫

Φ(ν) dν = 1
• ’l’ refers to lower level, ’u’ to upper level
• Ni number density of absorbers, gi are the statistical weights

Important difference: not only lower level counts for absorption but also upper level
population matters → stimulated emission

In LTE, population numbers à la Boltzmann

lνρ = f Nl

[
1− e−hνkT

] πe2

mc
Φ(ν) using

Nu

Nl
=
gu

gl
e−

∆E
kT and ∆E =

hν

kT

• 1− e−hνkT correction factor for stimulated emission in LTE (beware of NLTE)
• NB: it is customary to define an opacity including the correction factor for

stimulated emission

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.4



A moment of reflection . . .

How important is the stimulated emission for the opacity in the solar atmosphere in
the optical wavelength range?

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.5



Oscillator strength and line absorption coefficient

lνρ = f Nl

[
1− e−hνkT

] πe2

mc
Φ(ν)

Here f in fact oscillator strength for (induced) absorption flu

there exists also an oscillator strength for induced emission ful

glflu = guful

Usually gf -values are given to avoid confusion

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.6



Oscillator strength and line absorption coefficient

Writing the previous result in terms of gf

lνρ = gf
Nl

gl

[
1− e−hνkT

] πe2

mc
Φ(ν)

One can replace the Nl
gl

by the corresponding term for the ground level (indexed 0)

(again Boltzmann formula)

lνρ = gf
N0

g0
e−

χexc
kT

[
1− e−hνkT

] πe2

mc
Φ(ν)

Typically line absorption is characterized
• wavelength or frequency → ν
• oscillator strength → gf
• energy of lower level, excitation potential → χexc

• line profile, line broadening → Φ(ν) (later more)

LTE: N0
g0

result of the evaluation of ionization and excitation equilibria (EOS)

• important consequence: line opacity to good approximation ∝ gfε since N0 ∝ ε

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.7



Example from ATLAS line list (Kurucz)

wl [nm] log gf ID Elo [1/cm] J conf. lo Eup [1/cm] J conf. up broadening const. ref.

500.0098 -2.896 25.00 37630.620 4.5 (3G)4s b4G 57624.650 3.5 7S)s9p 8P 7.12 -6.17 -7.78 K88

500.0113 -6.266 22.00 8602.342 2.0 s2 a3P 28596.312 1.0 (4F)4p y5F 8.08 -5.46 -7.77 K

500.0183 -1.250 10.01 302057.260 0.5 4d 4D 322050.950 1.5 7f *[2] 0.00 0.00 0.00 KP

500.0211 -1.647 26.00 57403.130 2.0 s6D)5d 5P 37409.552 1.0 5Dsp1P y5P 8.26 -4.61 -7.44 K94

500.0278 -4.801 22.00 38476.082 2.0 d4 3D 18482.772 1.0 (3F)sp z5D 7.01 -5.29 -7.76 K

500.0288 -4.268 24.00 37244.044 4.0 2G2)4s c3G 57237.316 4.0 p5F 8.34 -5.19 -7.61 K88

500.0288 -4.615 23.00 42114.340 3.5 (5D)4d e6G 22121.070 4.5 (4F)sp z4G 7.88 -4.26 -7.56 K88

500.0328 -4.364 26.00 57155.853 4.0 s6D)5d 7G 37162.744 3.0 (4F)4p y3F 8.11 -4.44 -7.45 K94

500.0328 -3.589 25.01 102705.660 3.0 (4G)5s e3G 82712.550 3.0 (4F)4p x5D 8.87 -5.69 -7.68 K88

...

several 105 atomic lines

even more extensive lists of molecular lines

Couldn’t one calculate the wavelength from the energy difference Eup-Elo?

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.8



Continuous opacity – cool versus hot photosphere

Left: solar photosphere, right: B-star photosphere, solar chemical composition

• cool stars dominated by H− opacity, hot stars by H
• continuous absorption by metals important in the UV

Line and continuous opacity . TOC . FIN 5.9



Eddington-Barbier relation

Eddington-Barbier relation approximate solution of the radiative transfer equation

I(τ) ≈ S(τ + 1)

• the intensity I (?) at a position along a light beam is approximately the source
function (?) at ∆τ = 1 “upwind” of this position
• exact for linear dependence of source function on optical depth

Loosely: source function gives the amount radiative energy added to a light beam
over length interval ∆τ = 1

In LTE the source function is given by the Kirchhoff-Planck function (black body)

• depends on wavelength and temperature (only!)

Eddington-Barbier relation for emergent flux F (?)

F (τ = 0) ≈ πS(τ =
2

3
)

RT super simple . TOC . FIN 6.1



Line formation à la Eddington-Barbier (courtesy A. Korn)

RT super simple . TOC . FIN 6.2



Line formation: role of the continuum

Remember Eddington-Barbier relation for emergent flux
Fν(τν = 0) = πSν(τν = 2

3)

Expectation: profile of a weak line should mimic λ-dependence of line opacity

’c’ continuum, ’`’ line, consider τ∗ = 2
3

Define optical depth due to line and continuous opacity . . .

Fc − Fν
Fc

≈ S(τc = τ∗)− S(τν = τ∗)

S(τc = τ∗)

Consider optical depth scales of line contribution and continuum

τ` = −
∫
ρlν dz

τc = −
∫
ρκc dz

Line formation in the EB picture . TOC . FIN 7.1



Line formation: role of the continuum

Need S(τν = τ∗) = S(τ` + τc = τ∗) = S(τc = τ∗ − τ`)

Since τ` � 1 → Taylor expansion

S(τν = τ∗) = S(τc = τ∗) +
dS

dτc
(−τ`) + · · ·

With the assumption that ratio lν/κc is depth independent

Fc − Fν
Fc

≈ τ∗
d lnS

dτc

∣∣∣∣
τc=τ∗

lν
κc

Integral of Fc−Fν
Fc

over the line profile gives the equivalent width of the line!

Line formation mantra (to be repeated every morning):
The strength of a weak line is approximately proportional to the ratio of line opacity
to continuous opacity times the gradient of the (log) source function!

Line formation in the EB picture . TOC . FIN 7.2



Wλ(A): curve-of-growth and its general scaling

Consequence of weak line approximation and transformation to wavelength scale

(adds factor λ2

c )

Number of ’effective’ absorbers relevant for the curve-of-growth

• for a particular line ionization and excitation control number of ’active’ atoms
• for determining abundance this needs to be taken into account

log

(
Wλ

λ

)
= logC + logA+ log gf − θexχ+ log λ− log κc

C constant (for given star and ion), A abundance, gf statistical weight times
oscillator strength, θex = 5040K

Tex
(excitation) temperature, χ excitation potential

(lower level, in eV), λ wavelength position of line, κc continuous opacity at line
position

Not exact relation since atmospheric profile represented by ’typical’ values for θex

Wλ
λ is the so-called reduced equivalent width

normalizing out Doppler velocity related effects since ∆vD ∝ λ

Line formation in the EB picture . TOC . FIN 7.3



Curve-of-growth: general scaling

Allows approximate scaling of measured equivalent width of one species to curve-
of-growth

Line formation in the EB picture . TOC . FIN 7.4



Example: equivalent width and change of continuum level

Suppose we want to measure the equivalent width of the Fe I line sitting in the
red wing of Hα. Unfortunately, there is no clean continuum available. We decide
to measure the equivalent width relative to the surrounding flux by ’normalizing
out’ the Hα profile. How will be the resulting equivalent width be affected in
comparison to a (hypothetical) measurement relative to the true continuum?

Line formation in the EB picture . TOC . FIN 7.5



Line broadening mechanisms – overview

Influence on energy levels, changing energy difference between levels

• ’natural’ uncertainty of level energy due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
• interaction with neighboring particles (’perturbers’) in plasma, pressure broaden-

ing
? charged perturbers: Stark broadening (monopole-monopole interaction)
? neutral perturbers: van der Waals broadening (mostly H, He, H2; dipole-dipole

interaction)
• interaction with magnetic field, rather splitting and shifting of energy levels

Zeeman effect

Broadening due to the motion of absorbing atom on small spatial scales
→ Doppler effect

• thermal motion, thermal broadening
• macroscopic, hydrodynamical motions, broadening due to microturbulence

Broadening due to motions of absorbing atom on large spatial scales

• stellar rotation, rotational broadening
• macroscopic, hydrodynamical motions, broadening due to macroturbulence

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.1



Line broadening – profile functions & depth dependence

Natural, Stark, and van der Waals broadening lead to Lorentz (or damping,
dispersion, Cauchy) profile

• Stark and vdW broadening dependent on depth in atmosphere, density of
perturbers

Thermal and microturbulent broadening modelled by Gaussian profile (→ Maxwell
distribution)

• thermal broadening dependent on depth in atmosphere, temperature
• microturbulence usually considered constant, however there are exceptions

Zeeman shift/splitting/broadening complex, → magnetic field configuration

Solid body rotation can be approximated by ’rotation profile’ having the shape of
a half-ellipse ∩

• depth independent, atmosphere moves as a whole

Macroturbulence usually modelled by a Gaussian profile

• depth independent, atmosphere moves as a whole

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.2



Line broadening – profile functions & depth dependence

Make a guess: which broadening processes change the saturation level in a spectral
line?

Changing the saturation level has an impact on a line’s equivalent width

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.3



Superposition of profile functions – convolution

Lorentz (damping, dispersion, Cauchy) profile, γ measures width of Lorentz profile

L(∆ν, γ) ∝ γ/4π

∆ν2 + (γ/4π)2

Gaussian profile, width given by Doppler width ∆vD

G(∆ν,∆vD) ∝ e−
(

∆ν
∆vD

)2

Convolution of two Lorentz profiles is again a Lorentz profile with
γ1∗2 = γ1 + γ2

Convolution of two Gaussian profiles is again a Gaussian profile with
∆v2

D,1∗2 = ∆v2
D,1 + ∆v2

D,2

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.4



Superposition of profile functions – convolution

Convolution between Gaussian and Lorentz profile gives a new profile, the Voigt
profile

V (∆ν,∆vD, γ) =
1√
π∆vD

H

(
∆ν

∆vD
,
γ

∆vD

)
=

1√
π∆vD

H(u, a)

• H function of two parameters, however, frequency displacement and damping
measured in units of Doppler width
• in stellar atmospheres a = γ

∆vD
usually small (� 1)

Function of two parameters → more “flexibility” for fitting profiles

Convolution of two Voigt profiles is again a Voigt profile

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.5



Line broadening constants

Thermal Doppler width from Maxwell distribution, T in stellar atmosphere

Microturbulence to be determined in spectral analysis

• comparison of weak and strong lines of the same species affected differently by
microturburbulence → consistent abundance

γnatural, γStark, γvdW from measurements or detailed quantummechanical calcula-
tions

Calculation of γStark, γvdW demands for ’thermal averaging’ over perturber speeds

• in line lists γStark, γvdW usually given at 10 000 K per perturbing particle

Rotational speed and macroturbulence result of spectral analysis

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.6



Pressure broadening: relative importance

Cool stars: usually van der Waals broadening dominates the pressure broadening of
metallic lines

• NB: thermal broadening also important

Hot stars: Stark broadening dominates, presence of charged perturbers, especially
electrons

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.7



Example: Voigt profile in Sun

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.8



Curve-of-growth: Wλ as function of abundance

Qualitatively the same for all lines

Linear part: Wλ ∝ A (good!)

Saturation part: Wλ weakly depen-
dent on A (bad!)

Damping part: Wλ ∝
√
A

(but also ∝ √γ) (difficult!)

Damping wings start to form when
line core has reached maximum
depth

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.9



Curve-of-growth: dependence on microturbulence

Saturation part of CoG sensitively dependent on microturbulence (free parameter)

Line broadening . TOC . FIN 8.10


